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The work of the Van Vianen family of silversmiths is still highly regarded for its 
unequalled craftsmanship. They were in fact artists in precious metals, as is clear 
from the fact that they often signed their pieces.

The family, which undoubtedly originated in Vianen, proves to have been 
established in Utrecht since at least the beginning of the sixteenth century. Willem 
van Vianen, the father of Adam and Paulus, is referred to as a bailiff and steward, 
while his wife was the daughter of a brewer and his brother owned a brewery in 
Vianen. Willem’s third son, Gijsbrecht, had a distinguished career in the Dutch 
East Indies and later settled in Vianen, while one of his daughters, Jannichgen, pro
vides an important documentary link between Adam van Vianen and Segher 
Pietersz, a leading member of the Amsterdam Silversmiths* Guild and brother of 
the painter Pieter Lastman, who was probably the prime mover behind the interest 
in Adam in Amsterdam.

Christian’s son, Adam jr., trained as a surveyor and is known for a number of 
maps of estates around Utrecht. Of Christian’s daughters, Aletta married Nicolaes 
de Bruyn, the son of the silversmith Michiel dc Bruyn van Berendrecht, who is 
described as a ‘London jeweller’, while Geertruyd married John Cooqus, the suc
cessor of Christian van Vianen as court goldsmith in London.

Ernst Jansz van Vianen, son of Willem’s brother Jan, the Vianen brewer, and 
cousin to Adam and Paulus, is identified with the silversmith of that name who is 
recorded as having done the chasing on the St Martin cup for the Brewers’ Guild 
in Haarlem in 1604 and who made two tazzas bearing the Utrecht mark in 1602. 
At least part of the ornament on these pieces is close to the style of Paulus van 
Vianen. The numerous other Van Vianens mentioned in the Utrecht archives prove 
to be related only very distantly or not at all to the silversmiths.

Various recently discovered facts concerning Paulus van Vianen are shown to cast 
doubts on the biography given by Joachim von Sandrart in his ‘Tcutsche 
Academie’. For example, an important document of 1599 reveals that he was the 
pupil not of his father, but of Bruno Ellardsz van Leyenberch of Utrecht and that 
after four years with him he worked for two years under his brother Cornelis. 
Following this, presumably after 1591, the year of Cornclis’ death, he went to 
France. Although nothing is known of this period, all his later work illustrates the 
importance of his introduction to Mannerism there.

From France he went to Germany and Italy. Sandrart places the Italian visit just 
before his Prague period, but it seems far more likely to have been made before his 
sojourn at the court of Wilhelm V of Bavaria in Munich, which lasted from 1596 
to 1601. There he appears to have worked up to 1597 as an assistant to Hans 
Schwanenburg, who also came from Utrecht. After his marriage to Christina Kaull- 
man in 1598 he obtained the citizenship of Munich and the following year he was 
finally admitted to the guild on the insistence of Duke Maximilian.

The only work of the Munich period known for certain to be by him is the lost
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silver statue of the Emperor Henry II referred to in an account of 1601 and recorded 
in a watercolour by Michael Miller.

In 1601, probably because of an epidemic which cost the life of his first child, he 
obtained permission to move to Salzburg where he was appointed court goldsmith 
to the Archbishop Wolf Dietrich von Raitenau. The art-loving Archbishop had a 
particular passion for silver and attracted silversmiths from Augsburg, Nurcmburg, 
Fulda and elsewhere to his court, but the fact that he stood as godfather to Paulus’ 
first son shows he must have had a special regard for him. The Archbishop’s 
treasury was eventually removed to Florence, but the only pieces now there that 
might be ascribed to Paulus are two gold figures of the Virgin and St John from a 
Crucifixion group.

On 2 December 1603 he entered the service of Rudolf II in Prague, where he re
mained until his death in 1613. In the highly artistic milieu of Rudolfs court, he 
was clearly considered the most important of the many silversmiths who worked 
there, a fact reflected in his higher salary. The date of his arrival at the court 
precludes his having worked on Rudolfs imperial crown, made in 1602, and in the 
absence of any accounts only a sketchy picture can be given of his royal commissions 
during the period. In contrast to most of his colleagues, his reputation was such that 
his name is frequently mentioned in the imperial inventories, but the only work that 
now remains in Vienna is the jasper ewer for which he made gold mounts in 1608.

1. Paulus van Viancn, Jasper ewer with gold 
mounts, 1608, Kunsthistorischcs Museum, 
Vienna.

Among his other patrons were the Archduke Ferdinand, the Duke of Brunswick- 
i.i'mebcrg, from whose collection comes a gold cup and cover of 1610 with Diana



and Actaeon, and Maertcn Snouckacrt van Schauburg, a member of the aristocratic 
Dutch family associated with the Prague court.

Paulus’ work shows extraordinary versatility. In silversmithing he excelled in 
both high and low relief. Only a few signed plaquettes can be safely attributed to 
his early period, all very close in style to contemporary work from Southern Ger
many. At Prague he launched out into an entirely new field of detailed landscapes 
with Biblical and mythological scenes, developing an unequalled refinement. A 
similar development is detectable in his other silverwork, while the Prague period 
also saw the advent of his auricular ornament, first used on a tazza of 1607 with the 
Judgement of Paris. Examples of the later stage are the gold cup and cover of 1610 
and a silver ewer and basin of 1613. In respect of his work as a medallist, only two 
medals can be attributed to him, one of the Nuremberg goldsmith Hans Petzold and 
one relating to the liberation of Hungary. A medal of Rudolf II on horseback at
tributed to him has proved to bear a signature which may well be that of Jan 
Vermeyen. Paulus made further landscape and figure drawings while in Prague, as 
well as designs for silver, but although he is recorded there as a painter, all the pain
tings attributed to him seem either to have been by his son of the same name or other 
artists.

2. Paulus van Vianen, Dish with Diana and Actacon, silver, 1613, 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
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3. Adam van Viancn, Shell cup, silver, 162j, 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.

Viancn remained faithful to his birthplace, 
not destined for royal treasuries, but were 

the Netherlands, Born

In contrast to Paulus, Adam van 
Utrecht, all his life. His works were
sought after by well-to-do artists and the many collectors in 
in late 1568 or early 1569, Adam may, like his brother, have been a pupil of the 
Van Lcycnberchs. He must have begun working on his own shortly after 15J0, lor 
there is a record of a commission for a silver dish in 1591. His earliest surviving
work is a cup of 1594 in Leningrad. __

Between 1606 and 1616 he held various offices in the Utrecht Silversmiths Guild 
and many sidelights are thrown on his life by the numerous legal documents in 
which he figures. He probably died on 27 August 1627. He was buried a few days 
later in St Paul’s, Utrecht.
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Adam van Vianen had a wide circle of friends. His early plaquettes evince the 
influence of the Haarlem Mannerists and there is documentary evidence of his 
friendships with Cornelis Cornelisz and the circle of artists around Hendrick 
Goltzius. The interest of Haarlem artists in Adam’s work was carried to Amsterdam 
via Pieter Lastman and is particularly notable among Rembrandt and his school. 
Plaster casts of works by Adam figure in Rembrandt’s inventory. In Utrecht Adam 
had many artist friends, notably Bloemaert, Honthorst and Moreelse. The milieu 
there is recorded in the writings of Arent van Buchell.

Adam van Vianen’s work evinces extraordinary changes of style. The early cup 
of 1594 is still entirely Renaissance in conception, but in the first decade of the 
seventeenth century he began using auricular ornament, very modestly at first, as 
on a tazza of 1610. By the time he made the ewer and basin of 1614 with episodes 
from the Eighty Years’ War the entire design of the pieces had come to be governed 
by the auricular style and it is precisely this bizarre design that characterises his 
work after that. The later works increasingly take on the character of art objects and 
their maker seems to have acknowledged this by marking them only with his 
signature and the date. Typical later pieces are ewers with human faces, dishes with 
Bacchus, Ceres, Venus and Cupid, and, after 1620, salt cellars supported by human 
figures, often apparently based on Italian bronzes. A most notable late work is a 
shell cup with a nereid and mermen.

Adam seems to have worked almost entirely from his own designs, a number of 
which were published around 1650 by Christian van Vianen under the title ‘Con- 
stighe Modellen’.

Adam van Vianen also did silver plaquettes. The early ones show the influence 
of the Southern German masters and of his brother Paulus. The latter ones appear 
to be of his own design, although the mountainous landscapes were probably bor
rowed in part from Paulus. Adam was inferior to Paulus in his two-dimensional 
designs, but undoubtedly highly successful in his three-dimensional work.

Christian van Vianen, son of Adam, must have been born between 1600 and 
1605. He was registered as an apprentice in 1616 and must have learned his craft 
from his father, whose workshop he took over after his death. Records of 1627 and 
1628 show him completing two silver wine bottles for Frederick Henry, which his 
father had left unfinished. He became master in 1628 and also married then. His 
first receipt of a payment from Charles I of England dates from 1630 and he appears 
to have moved to London in 1632. His most important commission in England was 
the silver for St George’s Chapel, Windsor. Among other pieces made there were 
a ewer and basin and the dolphin dish of 1635, some copper figures for a clock in 
1637 and silver plaquettes. He also worked for members of the nobility, including 
the Earl of Northumberland. After a brief return to Utrecht in 1637, he was back 
in London in 1638 for more work on the St George’s Chapel silver. From various 
Utrecht records it emerges that he probably returned there in 1643.

In November 1660, after the restoration of Charles II, he announced his depar
ture from Utrecht. For his return to London he entered into an agreement with 
Michiel de Bruyn van Berendrecht, who was to be his partner for the rest of his life. 
They settled in a house in Tuthill Street and in 1661 took a boy from Utrecht, Mar- 
bartus Reael, as an apprentice. In 1662 Christian was commissioned by Charles )I 
to buy 4,000 lime trees in Holland. The following year he was appointed his 
‘silversmyth in ordinary*, a post he held until his death, despite a protest from the 
London silversmiths in 1664.
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4. Christian van Vianen, Dish with dolphins, silver, 1635, 
Victoria & Albert Museum, London.

His work clearly shows his indebtedness to his father but also reveals differences 
from it. Where Adam had more of an eye for small details, he was more concerned 
with the design of an object as a whole. His masterpiece among his surviving work 
is undoubtedly the dolphin dish of 1635. Nothing remains of the St George’s Chapel 
silver. The designs for it were preserved for a time, but they too are now lost. It 
is clear from descriptions that they were chased with Biblical scenes and other relief 
work by Christian is known, including plaques with portraits of Charles I and 
Henrietta Maria. He died in 1667 and was buried in St Margaret’s Westminster 
on 30 March.

He was succeeded as court silversmith by his son-in-law John Cooqus, who had 
been with him in London since shortly after 1660 and was practising on his own 
from 1664 onwards. Apart from visits to Liege in 1671 and 1679, Cooqus spent the 
rest of his life in London.

He was subjected to severe attacks from the Goldsmiths’ Company on two occa
sions, as being a foreigner, and it was perhaps because of this that he eventually lost 
the post of court silversmith, possibly on the appointment of Stephen Sterling in 
1671. At all events he is recorded as silversmith to the Duke of York in 1679 and 
he carried out some royal commissions during the short reign of James II. He died 
in 1697. His most spectacular commission for Charles II was undoubtedly the silver 
bed made for Nell Gwvn in 1674, for which the bill has been preserved, while for
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James II he made Catholic church silver for the royal chapels. None of his recorded 
work survives, but two wine flagons in the Rijksmuscum in Amsterdam can be at
tributed to him with certainty on grounds of style and the mark IC they once bore.

The last silversmith in the Van Vianen family, Martinus van Vianen, son of 
Paulus, jr., was probably born in 1643 and certainly apprenticed in Utrecht in 1654. 
Some time before 1670 he went to Paris and there he spent the rest of his life, becom
ing a naturalised Frenchman in 1683. The last recorded mention of him dates from 
1704. For nearly thirty years he lived and worked in the ‘cour neuve’ of the Palais 
de Justice amid goldsmiths and jewellers, and the numerous records relating to his 
personal life show him to have been completely at home in the milieu of court artists.

STYLE
The earliest work of Adam and Paulus van Vianen and that of Ernst Jansz is in 

purely Renaissance style and Adam could still produce work in this tradition as late 
as 1612. An important document in this respect is the series of ornaments drawn 
by Paulus van Vianen on the back of a landscape drawing of 1606, motifs directly 
related to which are found in the work of all three silversmiths. A typical 
Renaissance motif retained by Adam and Christian van Vianen for a very long time 
is the human face below the spout of a jug, whether a female face based on Italian 
models or a bearded male one that goes back to stoneware bcllarmines.

The Van Vianens used auricular ornament first for cartouches and borders, as 
on a tazza of 1607 by Paulus and a plaquette of 1610 by Adam. At the same time, 
however, they developed it into the three-dimensional element in their work that 
was to become so characteristic of them and so influential on others. The first signs 
of this are to be seen in a gold cup of 1610 and a dish of 1613 by Paulus, but it was 
Adam who developed the style to its fullest extent, best seen in the cup made to the 
commission of the Amsterdam Silversmiths’ Guild as an act of homage to Paulus 
after his death. This seems to be composed entirely of a plastic substance and the 
same kind of structure is to be found in Adam’s later work and that of Christian.

Attention is drawn here to the emulation of Renaissance artists in the Van 
Vianens’ three-dimensional work, clearly detectable in Paulus’ debt to Benvenuto 
Cellini in the nereid cover for the jasper cup of 1608 and Adam’s borrowings from 
Michelangelo and Giovanni de Bologna in the supporting figures of his salt cellars. 
In Adam’s case such figures are always combined with auricular ornament and his 
example was followed later by Christian. In all their work the Van Vianens evince 
not only exceptional technical skill, but also an unprecedented inventiveness, which 
comes out not only in their objects, but also in the etchings in ‘Constighe Modcllen’. 
For all their fantasy, the pieces still retain their functionality, different as they were 
in form and decoration from comparable work by contemporaries in the Northern 
Netherlands, which followed Renaissance modes until late in the seventeenth cen
tury or adopted the typically Dutch fashion of smooth surfaces decorated with 
engraving.

The inventiveness of the Van Vianens is also clearly apparent In their plaqucttes 
with their great diversity of themes, always made after their own designs. Up to 
about 1620 these were closely related to the paintings and sculpture of the day, but 
in the plaquettes made by Adam and Christian after that, this closeness is lost and 
the compositions become simpler and the perspective less refined, as they come to 
be regarded more as elements in the design of an object as a whole rather than as 
ends in themselves.
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INFLUENCE
No work is known by some of the silversmiths with documented links with Adam 

van Vianen in Utrecht, such as Jan Claesz and Reynicr Vcrschuer, but his influence 
is clearly apparent in the work of his pupil Michiel de Bruyn van Bcrendrccht, who 
produced a number of objects entirely in his style. They arc more Baroque in spirit, 
however, and thus closer to the work of Christian, with whom Dc Bruyn entered 
into a partnership in 1660.

Many of the silversmiths in Amsterdam who evinced an obvious interest in the 
Van Vianens’ work were of German origin. First and foremost were the Lutmas, 
father and son, from Emdcn, who were regarded in their own day as worthy 
followers of Paulus van Vianen. They aimed at equal virtuosity in their technique 
and there is clear influence in their design, although the work of Johannes Lutma 
is more Baroque in character and his ornament rather symmetrical.

In The Hague Van Vianen influence can be seen in the work of Hans Coenraedt 
Breghtel from Nuremberg and Andries Grill from Augsburg, but it was not until 
around 1670 that the influence spread to more distant parts of the country. It can 
be seen in the work of Rintie Jans of Lecuwarden, Lucas Luicksen of Deventer and 
Johan Hermensz Gramey of Nijmegen. That it reached the Southern Netherlands 
much sooner is evinced by a silver dish made in Antwerp in 1617 with an Adoration 
of the Shepherds after a relief of 1607 by Paulus van Vianen. The plaquettes were 
also widely copied simply as works of art in themselves and their designs further 
figure on the ebony cabinets made in the Southern Netherlands as well as on ivory 
and ceramics.

The auricular ornament developed by the Van Vianens and Lutmas influenced 
other artists, too, notably the engravers of portraits. Relatively little furniture was 
made in the style, Derek Daniels of Deventer being one of the few cabinetmakers 
to use it regularly. It also figures on houses occasionally and on brass ornaments, 
especially in churches.

Paulus van Vianen’s plaqucttes were much imitated in the Germanic countries, 
e.g. by Matthias Wallbaum, Johan Andreas Thelot and Jakob Jaeger in Augsburg, 
Hans Lambrecht in Hamburg, Daniel Kellcrthaler in Dresden, Andrzej Mackensen 
in Cracow and Danzig, and Christian Friedrich in Konigsberg. The auricular style 
developed differently in Germany so only a few similarities in details can be pointed 
out in engraved ornaments, e.g. that of Lucas Kilian, or in pieces made in Ham
burg and Augsburg.

Despite the great admiration for Christian van Vianen’s work at the English 
court, no slavish following of it is detectable in English silver, which preserved its 
own character, though use was sometimes made of auricular ornament on porr
ingers, cups and other pieces with traditional forms. Pieces entirely in the Van 
Vianen style arc rarely found in work by London silversmiths, an exception being 
a large inkstand of 1639, which may actually be by Christian van Vianen himself. 
In the early eighteenth century a number of English silversmiths made small jugs 
in forms reminiscent of those of Adam van Vianen, and the work of J. M. Ding- 
linger of Dresden shows clear borrowings from his ‘Constighe Modellen’, but it is 
doubtful whether the suggested influence on Paul de Lamerie and Meissonier can 
be substantiated.

In the nineteenth century English silversmiths again made objects more or less 
in the style of the Van Vianens, while parts were made to ‘complete’ genuine 
fragmentary objects. Emile Jeannest, who went to England in 1845, appears to have
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studied the prints after Adam van Vianen too and two objects made by James Gar
rard in 1892 illustrate just how long-lasting the tradition was. Two other relatively 
recent silversmiths inspired by the Van Vianens were Frans Zwollo and Carel J. A. 
Begeer in the Netherlands.

Electrotypes were made of the Van Vianen pieces in the second half of the nine
teenth century by Elkingtons in England and in 1845 by Reimund Hotz in Con
stance, among others, while fakes were also produced at that time, notably by T. H. 
Saakes and Paulus van der Beek in The Hague. Fake Van Vianen marks are usually 
accompanied by others which would have been impossible in their day and the 
pieces are normally typically nineteenth century in character. The fakers certainly 
profited from the reprint of ‘Constighe Modellen’ in 1892.

PATRONS AND COLLECTORS
The work of the Van Vianens seems to have been particularly admired in the 

cultural societies which sprang up in Utrecht and elsewhere in the early seventeenth 
century and which included writers, poets and all sorts of art lovers. It is, however, 
difficult to ascertain who their actual patrons were. Commissions repeatedly came 
to them from official bodies of various kinds. The town councils of Utrecht, Amster
dam and Leiden ordered pieces, nearly always to be presented as gifts; there were 
orders from guilds in Amsterdam and Haarlem and as early as 1591 Adam van 
Vianen received a payment from the Utrecht branch of the Teutonic Order for a 
christening present. The churches almost never figured among the patrons, since 
they clearly preferred a more conservative type of silver.

Private individuals who bought from them virtually all belonged to the circle 
around the court in The Hague, the aristocracy and regent families with connections 
with the East and West India Companies. The Stadholder himself, Frederick 
Henry, was no mean patron of the arts and one of the Van Vianen pieces in his col
lection, a silver group centred on Aristotle, seems to have been a purchase of his, 
the remainder being gifts from Utrecht. Two Amsterdam patricians whose estates 
included Van Vianen pieces were the merchant Nicolaas Sohier, who amassed a 
superb collection of paintings and silver in his house on Keizersgracht, and 
Elisabeth van der Well, who left two silver dishes by Adam van Vianen to her 
nephew. Owners of similar pieces in Delft were Agata van Goeree and B'oudewijn 
de Man, a director of the West India Company. No names of patrons in Utrecht 
are known, but they must surely have included Willem van Wyttenhorst and his 
wife, to whom the ‘Constighe Modellen’ are dedicated. One or two artists also 
owned Van Vianen pieces: the painter Jan Torrentius, the miniaturist and diplomat 
Balthasar Gerbier and the painter Jurgen Ovens.

Only a few of the prices paid for the work of the Van Vianens have been recorded. 
Ernst Jansz received 122 guilders for his work on the Haarlem Brewers’ Guild Cup, 
Adam over 200 for a cup presented to Jacques Wtenhove by the States of Utrecht 
in 1625 and the immense sum of 1,000 guilders for the equestrian statue of Prince 
Maurice presented to Frederick Henry in 1626 by Utrecht churches. All these prices 
are very high by comparison with ordinary craftsmen’s pay.

In the eighteenth century the most important collection of Van Vianen silver 
belonged to Aernout Vosmaer, the director of the royal natural history collection. 
He owned a copy of ‘Constighe Modcllcn’ and a number of pieces, of which the 
catalogue of 1800 gives good descriptions. There were also a number of p< , 
mostly art collectors, whose collections included one or two Van Vianen pie* ' ij,
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The work of the Van Vianens always receives high praise for its artistic qualities 
in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century publications and even more for its un
exampled skill. Around the middle of the seventeenth century the prices paid for it 
were exceptionally high, but they declined thereafter until its value reached the same 
level as ordinary silver around 1730. The decades after that saw the prices rise 
again, possibly owing to the interest of a growing number of collectors, but around 
1800 they reached a new low as a result of the collapse of the economy and changes 
in taste. Up to 1775 virtually all the Van Vianens’ silver was in Dutch hands, but 
after then English collectors in particular succeeded in obtaining nearly all the im
portant pieces that came up for sale in Holland. They were prepared to pay high 
prices and after the expulsion of the French, prices more than doubled in a short 
time. Thus around 1825 very many silver objects passed into the hands of English 
collectors, whose taste had for some time been strongly concentrated on the Italian 
Renaissance, the Van Vianens evidently being regarded as important Italian 
masters. One of the most fanatical collectors was William Beckford, many of whose 
pieces long remained in the hands of the Dukes of Hamilton. Numerous other 
members of the English aristocracy also acquired Van Vianen pieces, most of which 
were sold again by their descendants after 1900. Works by Adam, Ernst Jansz and 
Paulus were also among the early purchases made for the Victoria and Albert 
Museum in the 1850s, although they were mostly not yet recognised as such at that 
time.

The second half of that century and the first half of the present century saw the 
large museums in Europe and the United States vying for possession of important 
examples of decorative art with a new group of collectors. These were wealthy 
bankers and industrialists, who bought as an investment, often through agents, such 
as Samson Wertheimer who acted for the Rothschilds, in whose collection were to 
be found works by Ernst Jansz, Christian and Adam van Vianen. The growing de
mand led to a steep increase in prices and the production of copies and fakes. Since 
the end of the nineteenth century many pieces have been bought back for the 
Netherlands from England or via American collections' Here the Rijksmuseum has 
played an important role, particularly since the Second World War, when prices 
have rocketed. Unfortunately, however, precisely now when more of the Van 
Vianens’ silver is on public display than ever before, general knowledge of it 

to have reached its nadir. Hopefully, the publication of my dissertation* and 
an extensive exhibition of their work in Utrecht 1984 will change this situation.
seems

* Dr. J. R. ter Molen, Van Vianen, 2 vols., Leyden University, 1984. This study was awarded the 
CINOA Prize, 1985. Distributed by Museum Boymans-van Bcuningcn, P.O. box 2277, Rotterdam.
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